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M Aardema, Verna. The Na of Wa; illus. by Elton Fax. Coward-McCann, 1960.
3-4 25p. Trade ed. $2; Library ed. $2.19 net.
An African folktale about Kojo, a boy who liked spending money rather than working.
Each time his mother gave him gold dust, he made a foolish trade-but his last
trade, a dove, turned out to be king of the doves. To redeem their king, the doves
gave Kojo a magic ring; with it he obtained a village and became the chief, or Na.
The tale has a typical folk pattern, but the writing style is abrupt in places and quite
dull. The illustrations show some technical competence but they are unattractive.
M Adler, Irving. The Story of a Nail; by Irving and Ruth Adler. Day, 1961. 48p.
3-5 illus. (Reason Why Books) Trade ed. $2; Library ed. $2.19 net.
Succinctly informative, but rather dry and probably not of great general interest.
The first section describes different kinds of nails and their uses; the raw materi-
als from which iron and steel are made are discussed, as are the manufacturing
processes. The text is broader than the title indicates; it seems over-extended as
a book about nails, and as a book about iron and steel it is not extensive enough.
Some historical material is introduced, and a brief word-list is appended.
R American Heritage Magazine. Men of Science and Invention; by the editors of
7- American Heritage Magazine; narrative by Michael Blow. American
Heritage, 1961. 153p. illus. (American Heritage Junior Library Series)
Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.79 net.
Illustrated profusely by excellent reproductions of old prints and by photographs, an
interesting survey of the technological and scientific advances made in America
from Colonial times on. The background material is informative and is well-inte-
grated in incorporation of specific descriptions of particular men or particular in-
ventions. Useful, absorbing to read, and handsome.
R American Heritage Magazine. Thomas Jefferson and His World; by the edi-
6- tors of American Heritage; narrative by Henry Moscow in consultation
with Dumas Malone. American Heritage, 1960. 153p. illus. (American
Heritage Junior Library Series) Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.79 net.
An excellent biography, vividly written and with the beautiful photographs and prints
of the period that are the special asset of this valuable series. An unusual feature
of the book is the central section in which Jefferson's varied talents are set forth in
a series of double page spreads: "Jefferson the architect," "Jefferson the inventor,"
"Jefferson the natural historian," etc. A comprehensive and well-organized book,
with bibliography and index appended.
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Ad Ames, Sophia Ripley. Nkrumah of Ghana. Rand McNally, 1961. 184p. illus.
$3.50.
A biography of the Ghanaian leader written before the 1960 meeting of the General
Assembly; the author has added some material that brings the book up to the date
of printing. Maps of Ghana and Africa are printed on the end-papers of the book;
many photographs are included but not all are well-chosen; indexing is very good.
The book is weakened by the writing style, which contains, especially in the earlier
chapters, digressive material, and which lacks objectivity in tone. The strength of
the book is in the factual accuracy and in the usefulness of such information at a
time when the struggle of the energent nations of Africa is of such great interest
and importance.
Ad Anderson, Clarence William. A Filly for Joan. Macmillan, 1960. 104p. $3.
5-7
A good story about a thoroughbred filly that had been bred as a gift for a young girl.
Joan loved her horse dearly, and with the advice and guidance of an experienced
huntsman, Louis, Joan entered Gallant Lady at Suffolk Downs. The money that Joan
received when her filly won enabled her to achieve her heart's desire: a stable and
farm of her own. The illustrations of horses are handsome, the story a satisfying
one for inveterate readers of horse stories; the audience for the book will probably
be limited to these readers, since the simple plot is extended to book length by
minute details about the filly and by many interpolated stories about other horses,
stories told by Louis to Joan.
M Barry, Katharina. A Is for Anything; An ABC Book of Pictures and Rhymes.
4-6 Harcourt, 1961. 52p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.67 net.
yrs.
A small ABC book with rhyming text; the illustrations, many of which show ornate
letters, are stylized and attractive in a sophisticated technique. The letters are-
many of them-not in the simple form that will be recognizable to small children
who are learning the alphabet. Some of the nonsense verses are humorous, but some
are contrived: "P is the Postman who brings you good news, with a pack on his back
and holes in his shoes." Another weakness in the book is in the fact that some of the
drawings (the lion, for example, looks like a flower or a stylized clock-face) will
not be identifiable as familiar objects.
Ad Bell, Gina. Good for Nothing; pictures by George Wilde. Abingdon, 1961.
2-3 32p. (Easy-To-Read Books) $1.50.
A slight but amusing story of a small boy, new in town, who spurned the even smaller
fry and tried to keep up with the older boys. Toby's bat and mitt were appreciated,
but his playing was not; he was tolerated on a fishing trip because he had a good rod
. . . but he couldn't make the grade as one of the gang and the older boys, rather
cruelly, told him he was good for nothing. They missed him when he had measles,
however, because they had become used to Toby's praise of their performances.
When Toby organized the small boys into a cheering section, everybody was happy.
Simplicity of style, large print, and all-too-realistic young male behavior makes a
good tale, although the dialogue and the ending are a bit pat.
Ad Bennett, Rainey. After the Sun Goes Down; written and illus. by Rainey Bennett.
K-2 World, 1961. 26p. $3.
A read-aloud picture book with beautiful illustrations in pastel tones. The text tells
of three little owls-Bubba, Jane, and Snapper-who play after the sun goes down.
They take a red ribbon from a Teddy Bear, and the ribbon passes from one animal
to another; from the owls to a crow, then to some squirrels, then a mouse, etc., fi-
nally being given back to the Teddy Bear as the sun rises and the owls prepare to
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retire. The text is not a strong vehicle for Mr. Bennett's painting; the story is slight
and the naming of the owls seems pointless.
R Bloch, Marie Halun. Mountains on the Move; illus. with drawings by Robert
6-8 Gartland and photographs. Coward-McCann, 1960. 96p. $3.
Excellent organization and a straightforward writing style make this a very good
book on the subject of geological changes in the mountains of the United States. Maps
and photographs are good, and an index is appended. Mrs. Bloch describes the vari-
ous natural forces that effect change, and she is precise and lucid in the details of
the different patterns of change. Although the special reference is to this country,
the book gives comprehensive and basic information about types of rock, glacial re-
mains, volcanic belts, faults, fossils, etc.
Ad Bonsall, Crosby Newell. Tell Me Some More .. ; pictures by Fritz Siebel.
1-2 Harper, 1961. 64p. (I Can Read Books) Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed.
$2.19 net.
For beginning independent readers, a story about imaginative play. Andrew tells
Tim that he can hold a camel in his hand and pat a lion on the nose, that all this can
happen in a place he knows. The place turns out to be the library; the two boys go
off with books, and Tim goes home to tell his sister that he knows a place where...
and just as he himself did, his sister says "Tell me some more." The writing has
more vitality than many of the controlled vocabulary books, but the story is a bit
long and repetitive; illustrations on some pages are distractingly busy.
R Bossard, James H. S. The Girl that You Marry; by James H. S. Bossard and
10- Eleanor Stoker Boll. Macrae, 1960. 190p. $3.
Serious, dignified, and sympathetic, an excellent book for the young man who is in
love or in the marriageable years. Written by two doctors, the text discusses the
problems faced by girls and the ways in which boys can respond to achieve a happy
relationship. The authors describe the differences in sexual mores in our culture,
the inherited and acquired characteristics of behavior, the physical and mental dif-
ferences between male and female, and the psychological stresses imposed on girls
by their training. Girls, too, can read this book for a clearer understanding of their
own motivation; there is no talking down, no coyness, no sentimentality.
R Brock, Emma Lillian. The Plaid Cow; written and illus. by Emma L. Brock.
3-5 Knopf, 1961. 80p. $2.50.
Five short stories, all of which are set in Minnesota; the title story is a fanciful tale
of a Finnish woman who found her lost cow by consulting the animals of the forest.
The other tales are realistic: one about lake fishing, one a Mexican pinata party, an-
other about a shy girl who was queen on Lucia Day, and the fifth is about the Chip-
pewa harvesting of wild rice. The writing style is unusual, having a delightfully in-
genuous quality; it has, also, a bland humor. The illustrations are unattractive; large,
clear print facilitates reading ease.
M Brown, Myra (Berry). My Daddy's Visiting Our School Today; pictures by
3-5 Polly Bolian. Watts, 1961. 53p. $2.50.
yrs.
A read-aloud book that describes the activities that go on at a nursery school. Peter
tells about the things his Daddy will see, describing in very short sentences the typ-
ical behavior of the other children. The book has the appeal of familiarity and it has
some value in Peter's appreciation of the fact that the others have different skills.
The repeated use of "Daddy will see .. ." is a bit weak, and the style seems a bit
too simplified and abrupt for material that is to be read aloud: "Timmy has wood.
We can make a tall building. Daddy will have to hold his ears if Mike knocks it all
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down. Daddy will see Jean in the playhouse. She's got her doll in the carriage."
M Buehr, Walter. Wonder Worker; The Story of Electricity; written and illus.
6-8 by Walter Buehr. Morrow, 1961. 96p. Trade ed. $3; Library ed. $2.90
net.
In format and type-size that are juvenile for the level at which the information is
given, a book that covers theories of electrical phenomena and the history of dis-
coveries and inventions in the fields of electricity and magnetism. The passages
are long and packed with information in a style that does not have Mr. Buehr's
usual lucidity; the text is accurate in detail, but turgid in presentation. The mate-
rial covered is available in other books in more easily assimilable form: in, for
example, either All About Electricity by Freeman (Random House, 1957) or Ep-
stein's The First Book of Electricity (Watts, 1953). Index is appended, illustra-
tions are more decorative than informative.
R Bulla, Clyde Robert. Benito; illus. by Valenti Angelo. Crowell, 1961. 85p.
2-4 $2.95.
Large, clear print and simplicity of style and vocabulary in a story that has unity
of line and strength in emotional impact. Benito, an orphan, goes to live with his
uncle; Benito works hard, behaves well, and is quite left out by the aunt and uncle
who dote on their own two children. The boy's efforts to express himself artistical-
ly are derided, but he is encouraged by an artist whom he has met by chance. When
one of Benito's efforts wins recognition outside the home, the boy is now independ-
ent enough to state, despite his shyness, that he henceforth is going to draw and
carve; he has achieved self-confidence.
R Caldwell, John Cope. Let's Visit the Philippines. Day, 1961. 96p. illus.
4-6 $2.95.
Describing first the acquisition of the Philippines by the United States, the author
interrupts historical development to describe physically the country and the people.
The years of Spanish rule, then of American, the war years and the attainment of
independence are discussed with crisp and quite objective competence. The latter
half of the book surveys the Philippine Islands today: rural and urban life, industry
and education, national problems and the Huk rebellion, and the relationship with
the United States. An index page is appended. Better organization of material and
more dignified in approach than the Tor book Getting To Know the Philippines (Cow-
ard-McCann, 1958) on this topic.
NR Caldwell, John Cope. Our Neighbors in the Philippines; by John C. Caldwell
2-4 and Elsie F. Caldwell; illus. by Heidi Ogawa. Day, 1961. 48p. Trade
ed. $2; Library ed. $2.19 net.
A book that contains some of the material in the title reviewed above, written in sim-
pler style; the writing gives the impression of talking down, unfortunately. Somewhat
rambling in organization, and repetitive: page six, "Many Filipinos are Christians.",
page nineteen, "Most Filipinos belong to the Catholic Church.", page forty-eight,
"The Philippines is the only Christian nation in Asia." Photographs are without cap-
tions, and there is no index. A brief section at the end of the book is addressed to
the teacher; this discusses vocabulary difficulty, makes some suggestions for pro-
nunciation, gives some statistics, and includes the words and music of the Philippine
National Anthem.
M Calhoun, Mary Huiskamp. The Nine Lives of Homer C. Cat; pictures by Roger
K-2 Duvoisin. Morrow, 1961. 29p. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.78 net.
Text and illustrations have vivacity and humor of a mild sort in a read-aloud picture
book about a proud cat. Homer, jealous because his owner praised a dog, lost eight
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of his nine lives in one foolhardy attempt after another to do a brave deed. When he
found that his mistress considered him still a fine cat and remembered that no other
animal could purr, Homer was content; he was still proud, but not inordinately so.
The concept of "losing" some of his lives may be very difficult for some children to
grasp, which defeats the twist of the humor.
R Cavanna, Betty. Fancy Free. Morrow, 1961. 256p. $2.95
7-9
A junior novel with an unusual background; Fancy, sixteen and social, goes with her
father's archeological expedition to Peru. She is entranced by Tom, gay and sophis-
ticated; she is appalled when she realizes that Tom has been pocketing valuable arti-
facts. Fancy matures in a quite believable manner as she is exposed to a new scene
and a new set of values. Smooth writing style and characterization that comes alive
although the characters are not deeply analyzed; the details of Peruvian culture and
of the activities on a dig are effortlessly incorporated into the story.
Ad Chauncy, Nan. Tiger in the Bush; illus. by Margaret Horder. Watts, 1961.
6-8 152p. $2.95.
First published in 1957, the story of a family living in the wilds of Tasmania; the
sequel to this, Devil's Hill, will be familiar to some readers since it has already
been published in an American edition (reviewed in the February, 1961, issue of the
BULLETIN). Interest centers on Badge, the youngest of the three Lorenny children,
who resents the close relationship between his older brother and sister; during the
course of the story Badge gains self-confidence and independence. Good relation-
ships, marvelous background of Tasmanian wild life; the weaknesses of the book are
in the heavy use of local terminology and idiom, and the rather slow pace of develop-
ment that results from the detailed narration of events.
R Commager, Henry Steele. The Great Constitution; A Book for Young Ameri-
6-8 cans. Bobbs-Merrill, 1961. 128p. illus. $3.50.
In somewhat jauntier style, and with fewer quotations from source material than
The Great Declaration, this companion volume gives also a vivid picture of the
events and personalities involved in the gestation of one of our great national docu-
ments. The problems and the needs of the thirteen states are described, as are the
preliminary meetings and the sometimes painful evolution toward agreement. Dr.
Commager writes with the competence of authority and the enthusiasm of an author
who finds his discipline a fascinating one. No index is included.
Ad Condon, Dave. The Go-Go Chicago White Sox. Coward-McCann, 1960. 220p.
7- $3.95.
By a Chicago sportswriter, a floridly written history of the ball club that won the
pennant in the American League in 1959. Describing first the pennant year and some
of the leading "brass" of the Sox, the author then gives a chronological history of the
team that began when Comiskey built a ball park that opened in 1900. He discusses
the rivalry with the Cubs, the scandal of the fixed series (1919) which won the team
the name of "Black Sox," the struggles for control of the team that ended with
Veeck's domination. (The book was written before Bill Veeck's departure.) The book
contains many anecdotes about players, many detailed accounts of important White
Sox games, and statistics on the all-time roster and on series games. Breezy and
slangy, this is a book for the committed fan.
R Cooper, Elizabeth K. Science on the Shores and Banks; with illustrations by
6-8 the author. Harcourt, 1960. 187p. $3.25.
Excellent science information, competently written and organized with precision. A
first chapter on observation procedures is followed by a most useful chapter on sci-
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entific equipment and methodology; the succeeding sections describe fresh water
life and salt water life: seaweeds, insects, mollusks, fish, reptiles-all forms that
may be observed or collected in the areas where land and water meet. In describ-
ing specimens the author gives suggestions for exploration, experimentation, and
preservation. Diagrams are clear and an index is appended.
Ad Crist, Eda (Szecskay). The Queekup Spring; by Eda and Richard Crist; pic-
K-2 tures by Richard Crist. Abelard-Schuman, 1961. 42p. $2.75.
A read-aloud picture book with illustrations that are colorful and lively. The moral
of the tale would be too obtrusive were it not presented with such blandly overt de-
liberation. In the little kingdom of Middle Mist (east of Pineland and west of Vine-
land) was discovered the only queekup spring in the world. It cured colds. The king
had the water piped into town, bottled, and sold; everybody got rich, a new law was
passed banning work, and everybody got bored. Then a boy fixed his bicycle, con-
vincing the king that he was not working illegally, but was having fun ... so the king
helped. And thus sweet reason prevailed in Middle Mist: some work and some play
was the rule, and everybody was happy. Ever after.
M De Regniers, Beatrice Schenk. The Little Book. Walck, 1961. 20p. illus.
2-4 $2.50.
yrs.
A small book, with slight text and illustrations that show a small figure (a little girl)
alternately in scale and out of scale with a series of animals. "The little girl goes
for a walk. She sees a cow. The little girl says Hi! The cow says Moo. The little
girl walks on. She sees a rooster. The little girl says Hi! The rooster says .. ." At
the close of the book the girl meets a little boy who returns her greeting, and they
play together all day long. Repetitive and fairly dull, but the sort of book that a very
small child can memorize easily and that will identify animal sounds.
M Duvoisin, Roger Antoine. Veronica; written and illus. by Roger Duvoisin.
K-2 Knopf, 1961. 31p. $2.95.
A read-aloud picture book based on a rather slight text. Veronica wanted to be a fa-
mous hippopotamus, so she wandered away from the hippopotamus river and went to
a pink and white city. She annoyed people by getting in the way, she rolled in the
fountain and emptied it, she ate the vegetables from a pushcart. Put in jail, Veronica
was rescued by a nice old lady who paid for the damages; relieved, Veronica went
back to her river and was happy because she was now famous and could tell all about
her adventures in the city. Beyond a mild bit of humor in the situation and in the il-
lustrations depicting it, there is little substance in the book.
M Elmer, Irene. Benjamin; illus. by Ruth Van Sciver. Abingdon, 1961. 48p.
K-2 $1.75.
A read-aloud story about a horse who wanted to be a unicorn. Benjamin was the
plainest horse in the riding academy, and the safest; then he got into a discussion
with a magic cat and they made a deal. The cat changed Benjamin into a white uni-
corn, and the unicorn changed the cat, by a touch of his horn, into a splendid new
cat. But the unicorn found that he was only a curiosity, and he was lonesome, so he
asked the cat to change him back to a plain old brown horse. There is a modicum
of humor in the character of the conceited cat, but the story is unoriginal and the
mixture of realism and fantasy is unsuccessful.
R Fatio, Louise. The Happy Lion's Quest; illus. by Roger Duvoisin. Whittlesey
K-2 House, 1961. 32p. $2.50.
Another happy combination of attractive illustrations and artfully ingenuous text,
telling a new episode in the life of an old friend. The Happy Lion was disconsolate
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when his dear friend, the zookeeper's son, went off to the lycee; he left the zoo to
search for his friend. They were reunited and the Happy Lion sat in school and had
his first lesson in arithmetic; the boy was given a holiday so that he could escort
the lion home, the mayor made a beautiful speech about friendship, and the wife of
the Happy Lion (a very understanding feline) noted with compassion that her poor
Happy Lion was poor company when he missed his friend.
R Fenton, Carroll Lane. Fruits We Eat; by Carroll Lane Fenton and Herminie
4-6 B. Kitchen; illus. by Carroll Lane Fenton. Day, 1961. 128p. $3.50.
Third in a series of books about living things that are used by people, the previous
volumes having discussed vegetables and grains, pets and livestock. The first sec-
tion of the book gives basic information about all fruits: the four types of fruits, the
development of fruit from flower, and the process of grafting or budding. The suc-
ceeding chapters describe well-known and less familiar fruits in great detail: the
varieties, the spread over the world of each kind, cultivation, legends, uses, etc.
The writing style is good, illustrations are profuse and beautifully drawn, and an
index is appended.
M Fenton, Carroll Lane. Goldie Is a Fish; illus. by the author. Day, 1961. 48p.
2-3 Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.68 net.
A book about some of the characteristics common to all fish, and some of the spe-
cial morphological developments peculiar to some kinds of fish. With a few excep-
tions, the book has a page of illustration facing a page of text. The title is an indi-
cation of the somewhat devious pattern of giving of information: for example, the
page headed "Fish have different shapes" begins, "We often say that Goldie is
streamlined." but most of the text describes fish that are not streamlined; a page
headed "Deep-Sea Fish" begins, "Goldie likes her aquarium where the water is a
few inches deep." The book gives quite a bit of information about fish, and it is all
accurate information, but the presentation is stilted and the process of relating gen-
eral information to a goldfish named Goldie seems strained.
R Fermi, Laura (Capon). Galileo; And the Scientific Revolution; by Laura
9- Fermi and Gilberto Bernardini. Basic, 1961. 150p. illus. (Science and
Discovery Series) $3.50.
A serious and solidly written biography, with many quotations from the writings of
the subject. The emphasis is on Galileo's work, although his personal life is covered
adequately. More scholarly than the lively biography by Rosen (Galileo and the Magic
Numbers; Little, Brown, 1958) and more difficult to read, but excellent for the older
or more mature high school student. Bibliography and index are appended.
R Fermi, Laura (Capon). The Story of Atomic Energy. Random House, 1961.
5-9 184p. illus. (Landmark Books) $1.95.
The story of man's exploration of the atom is given in a history that is based chiefly
on the contributions of scientists, but also gives with great simplicity the theories
related to the problems and discoveries in the field. The writing style is lucid, quiet,
and straightforward-and a bit dry. Mrs. Fermi discusses, in the closing chapters,
some of the peaceful uses of atomic energy, with an especially interesting chapter
about radioisotopes for better living. An index is appended.
R Fleming, Elizabeth P. The Spell on the Stones; illus. by Georgeann Helms.
5-6 Westminster, 1961. 160p. $2.95.
David Trent is sent to spend the summer with his grandmother in Ireland, and he
becomes involved in the excavation of an ancient cairn. The plot has enough momen-
tum to sustain interest, but the chief appeal of the book is in the people David meets.
Some of the neighbors believe in the Little People and are afraid of disturbing the
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cairn; the more progressive scoff at such fantasy. The local characters are vividly
drawn, and the author has refrained from making her rustic people quaint; the ar-
cheological finds in the cairn are interesting and valuable, but there is no melodra-
matic discovery of immense treasure. Excellent writing style, smooth and lively,
with an even and sustained pace.
Ad Fletcher, Helen Jill. For Junior Doctors Only; illus. by Dorothy Rosenwasser.
5-8 Bobbs-Merrill, 1961. 96p. $2.95.
A good book about the human body, with separate sections on the seven systems:
skeletal, muscular, nervous, digestive, excretory, respiratory, circulatory, and re-
productive. The terminology is accurate, but as simple as is consistent with a sci-
entific approach at this reading level. The writing style is a bit dry, and some of the
illustrations are inadequate, although most are good; a series of diagrams of the hu-
man embryo show, for example, six stages with no size differentiation between the
third and the ninth month, and no caption to explain this. Another drawing is labelled
an ingestion and mitosis of an amoeba, but the division of the cell is not clear be-
cause size of the parent cell is so close to that of the two new cells. A useful book,
however, because of several areas covered (reproductive and endocrine systems);
these are not explored in a book that is simpler in style and superbly illustrated but
is less comprehensive, Ravielli's Wonders of the Human Body (Viking, 1954).
R Foote, Corydon Edward. With Sherman to the Sea; A Drummer's Story of the
9- Civil War; as related by Corydon Edward Foote to Olive Deane Hormel;
with a foreword by Elizabeth Yates. Day, 1960. 255p. illus. $4.
Detailed and moving, a description of the war experience of the author. Mr. Foote
trained at the age of twelve and joined the Tenth Michigan Infantry the day after his
thirteenth birthday in 1862. His letters home (childlike in spelling, grammar, and
simplicity; sophisticated in acceptance of battle and death) make the narration more
vivid. The writing style of Miss Hormel is somewhat stolid, but the drama of events
needs no enhancement; this is an unusual Civil War book just because it describes
three years of war through the eyes of a drummer-boy from his thirteenth through
his sixteenth year. A minor flaw in the book is that the second of two maps does not
show the line of march as the key indicates it should. A good index is appended.
R Frasconi, Antonio. The Snow and the Sun; La Nieve y el Sol; a South American
2-4 folk rhyme in two languages; woodcuts by Antonio Frasconi. Harcourt,
1961. 27p. Trade ed. $3; Library ed. $3.54 net.
A South American folk rhyme in two languages. Forceful stylized woodcuts illustrate
a Spanish-English text in which the rhyme cumulates as it does in The House That
Jack Built. Each verse appears on the page in Spanish in one column of print that is
next to-or below-the English version. The simplicity and the repetition indicate
that the book can be used for independent reading, but it may also be used for read-
ing aloud to both English-speaking and Spanish-speaking children.
NR Friedrich, Priscilla. The Wishing Well in the Woods; by Priscilla and Otto
K-2 Friedrich; illus. by Roger Duvoisin. Lothrop, 1961. 27p. Trade ed.
$2.75; Library ed. $2.73 net.
A read-aloud picture book that is quite laborious fantasy in a drawn-out tale. A leop-
ard didn't like his green color and wished at a wishing well to be yellow. All the other
animals tried to wish changes in themselves but were only partially successful .. .
the chimpanzee, for example, grew only three peacock tail feathers. All went back to
their original state except the leopard, who stayed yellow and changed the composi-
tion of his spots. The wishing well announced that it was no longer going to grant re-
quests. Some of the illustrations are attractive, but the text has little to offer, being
over-extended, wordy, and static.
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Ad Friermood, Elisabeth Hamilton. The Luck of Daphne Tolliver. Doubleday,
7-10 1961. 239p. $2.95.
The story of the struggles of the Tolliver family during World War I. Daphne, third
in a family of nine, learned to drive a truck so that she could help her father with
his junk business when her older brother and sister left home. The Tollivers started
a Sunday school for the families in their underprivileged community, and Daphne
made a friend of crippled Jim Endicott. Jim in turn taught little sister Ariadne to
swim and helped her learn to walk, knowing that she could overcome the effects of
polio as he had. A good book in the period detail and in the excellent values it pre-
sents, although the writing is sedate and the Tolliver family is virtuous in the Alcott
fashion.
M Garner, Alan. The Weirdstone; A Tale of Alderley. Watts, 1961. 224p.
5-7 $2.95.
First published in England in 1960, a fanciful story that involves two present-day
children in the ancient warfare of a wizard and his helpers against a race of stunted
and evil beings who serve Nastrond, the spirit of Evil. The jewel on Susan's bracelet
proves to be the magic stone, which she and Colin retrieve after one of the dark ones
has wrested it from her. The writing has flavor and atmosphere, but the combination
of the realities of the children's lives and their involvement with supernatural beings
is not completely successful; in part the book is weakened, too, by the elaborate in-
tricacies of the magic world: many invented terms, unfamiliar dialect, magic spells,
mists and swamps, odd creatures, etc., and the further complication of having some
of the adults in the real life of Colin and Susan participating in their magical adven-
tures.
Ad Garnett, Eve. Book of the Seasons; An Anthology; made and decorated by Eve
4-6 Garnett. Bentley, 1961. 80p. $3.95.
An attractive anthology in four sections that correspond to the seasons; the illustra-
tions are profuse; delicate and lightly sentimental pencil drawings. The poems-and
extracts from poems-are untitled, so that the reader moves immediately from a
poem to a drawing, then to two lines from another poem, etc. The material is indexed
by first lines at the back of the book, and although this is a bit inflexible for purposes
of referral, it makes possible the unusual arrangement of the poetry. A good intro-
duction to poetry, and useful for reading aloud.
Ad Gottlieb, Gerald. The First Book of the Mediterranean; pictures by Lili Rethi.
5-6 Watts, 1960. 60p. $1.95.
Brief sections about some of the major national or military forces that have been
influential in the shaping of Mediterranean history. The first few pages give geo-
graphical background and include a double-page map that is very clear but that does
not give the names of some of the historical places mentioned, such as Phoenicia
and Persia. The writing style is quite lively, and the material covered, although un-
even in treatment, tends to concentrate on such dramatic events as sea battles, trade
routes, piracy, and naval exploration. An index is appended.
Ad Hays, Wilma Pitchford. Little Lone Coyote; illus. by Wesley Dennis. Little,
3-4 1961. 34p. $2.75.
Riding back to the farm after school, Fred found a coyote pup; Little Lone grew to
be clever, tame, and a nuisance. One by one the members of Fred's family were an-
noyed by some act of Little Lone, so Fred finally and reluctantly set the small coyote
free. The chief values of the story are in the simplicity of the writing and the demon-
stration of kindness to animals, but the book is rather static and the human charac-
ters have less personality than the animal.
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Ad Heyerdahl, Thor. Kon-Tiki. Rand McNally, 1960. 165p. illus. $4.95.
6-
An abridged edition of the 1959 publication, with some new photographs and many
illustrations drawn for this edition; many of the illustrations are mediocre, but some
of the diagrams are most useful. Headings are inserted within the chapters, and the
index has been revised. Since the text is substantially that of the original (most of
the changes being minor deletions) there is no reduction of vocabulary difficulty. The
only advantage in the edition for younger readers would, therefore, seem to be the
larger print, and this audience may find the double-column format discouraging. For
most of the potential readers of Kontiki the original edition would probably be pref-
erable.
M Holbrook, Sabra. Capital without a Country; The Challenge of Berlin. Coward-
5-7 McCann, 1961. 121p. illus. (Challenge Books) $2.95.
A description of Berlin's history from the end of World War II to 1960. Of great top-
ical interest and giving a considerable amount of factual information, the book is
weakened by several factors. There are rather lengthy passages about individuals,
written in Sunday supplement style: the pretty young wife who is helping her husband
in his new business, or the pilot named Gerry who participated in the air-lift. The
photographs are, with few exceptions, not well-chosen: for example, a group of people
standing in line in front of a theater is captioned, "East Berliners among those in line
at West Berlin's new Schiller Theatre." The index is brief, the writing is lively in in-
formality but talks down to the reader; there is little objectivity discernable.
R Hutchins, Ross E. Wild Ways; A Book of Animal Habits; written and illus. with
5-7 50 photographs by Ross E. Hutchins. Rand McNally, 1961. 109p. $3.50.
A truly fascinating book, written with simplicity and with a relish for wonder that
communicates itself to the reader; the author's photographs are excellent and the in-
dex is extensive. Mr. Hutchins discusses varied aspects of the animal world that are
unusual; the directional dance of the honeybee, the protective or trapping devices of
insects, the migratory instincts of birds, etc. He writes with authority and clarity,
and his text will surely lead some readers to further investigation.
R Jackson, Charlotte. The Key to San Francisco. Lippincott, 1961. 128p. illus.
4-7 (Keys to the Cities Series) $2.95.
Well-written, informative, and restrained in tone, a description of one of the most
interesting cities in the United States. The first chapters of the book give the back-
ground of the exploration and colonization of California; sections of the book on dra-
matic episodes such as the gold rush, the vigilantes and the great earthquake are
written with no melodrama. Photographs and old prints are intriguing; an index is
appended.
M Jackson, Sally. The Littlest Skater; The Story of Jimmy One-Skate; pictures
4-6 by Dick Martin. Reilly and Lee, 1961. 28p. (Easy-To-Read Picture
yrs. Books) $2.75.
An oversize book that can be read independently by first grade readers, but seems
better suited for reading aloud. The text describes the trouble a small boy has in
learning to use ice skates and his triumph when he shows the bigger boys that he
can skate on one foot. The illustrations are adequate, but they are not unusual; the
chief weakness of the book is in the mingled use of past and present tenses. It is un-
fortunate that Jimmy's father is shown to be rather unhelpful-when Jimmy is reluc-
tant to go off for the first time with his skates, his father says, "Now go and skate."
NR James, Norma Wood. Bittersweet Year. Longmans, 1961. 208p. $3.50.
7-9
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A rather rambling junior novel with a profusion of characters and sub-plots; char-
acterization is shallow and the writing style is pedestrian. Kathy's family has finan-
cial troubles, and they move to a small town; she discovers that the boy she has ad-
mired is unworthy and falls in love with another lad; she gets a job, saves a lost
child, helps a young widow, brings together two members of a family who have been
feuding, helps a woman see that she has been in love with the wrong man, etc.
R Leaf, Munro. Safety Can Be Fun; words and pictures by Munro Leaf; new,
2-3 rev. edition. Lippincott, 1961. 63p. $2.95.
A new edition of the 1938 publication, in which the original text is not changed; the
revision consists in the addition of eight new pages of illustrated stupidities in the
child's world. The violators of safety rules new to the book are the tool-foolish nit-
wit, the new-building nitwit, the never wait nitwit, etc. The line drawings, the breezy
language, and the striking red-black-white of the original have been used for the new
pages, and the book will undoubtedly prove as durably popular as the original edition.
M Lenski, Lois. Davy Goes Places. Walck, 1961. 46p. illus. $1.75.
4-6
yrs.
A small book that tells, in simple and rather dull text, the vehicles that Davy used
at home and on a visit to Grandfather's farm. Cart, scooter, train, bus, car, truck,
boat .. . even an airplane, which was the best of all. An adequate catalog of ways
to get about, but presented in a rather pedestrian text.
Ad McClintock, Mike. What Have I Got?; pictures by Leonard P. Kessler. Har-
1 per, 1961. 32p. Trade ed. $1.50; Library ed. $1.84 net.
A book for the just-begun reader, with little text, large print, adequate illustrations.
The rhyming text describes the objects a boy has in his pocket, then tells of what
can be done, in one's imagination, with those objects. The writing is a bit forced, the
humor is mild, with an amusing last page. The brevity of the book and the simplicity
of the vocabulary make it most suitable for the intended audience, even though it has
no outstanding qualities.
M Matias. The Four Seasons; Les Quatre Saisons. Walck, 1961. 16p. illus.
K-2 $2.
A read-aloud book about the cycle of the seasons, with each brief sentence (occa-
sionally there are two) in English followed by the French translation on the same
page. The illustrations, using bold splashes of color, are rather distracting. The
sentences have good style, but a style that cannot be appreciated by small children;
they are of no practical value: "It is the spring who is dancing in the meadow." is
the English statement. For the student who can read the French part of the parallel
texts, the book is juvenile in format.
M Merriam, Eve. Mommies at Work; illus. by Beni Montressor. Knopf, 1961.
4-6 34p. $3.
yrs.
A read-aloud picture book, with illustrations in an unusual technique: stylized, so-
phisticated, and on some pages distracting because of detail or color, with handsome
design that is more likely to appeal to adults than to children. The text is slight:
mommies kiss you, tie laces, wash dishes, etc.; mommies do all kinds of work, with
many examples of the kinds of work mommies do; and mommies love best of all to
be coming home to you. The reassurance of that affection gives the book some value,
but the listing of activities at home and varieties of jobs is not liable to interest a
small child whose interest is probably only in his own mother's job.
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R Minarik, Else Holmelund. Little Bear's Visit; pictures by Maurice Sendak.
1-2 Harper, 1961. 64p. (I Can Read Books) Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed.
$2.19 net.
Another delightful book about Little Bear, again illustrated by drawings that have a
gentle humor. Divided into four sections: Little Bear visits his grandparents, he
hears a story told by his grandmother, he is told another story by grandfather, and
there is a family gathering at the close of the day. The relationships are warmly de-
scribed; the writing style is pleasantly ingenuous; the variety and the brevity of the
stories are nicely gauged for the beginning reader.
NR Nelson, Steve. Here Comes Peter Cottontail; by Steve Nelson and Jack Rollins.
3-5 Random House, 1961. 21p. illus. $1.
yrs.
An oversize book based on the song (included in the book is the music) that was pub-
lished in 1950. The illustrations are page-filling and florid; a line or two of the
lyrics are printed on each page, and they are the usual popular song jingle. They do
not form a text that tells a story, and give only the "Easter version" of the song;
there seems little use for the book, therefore, since it is not suitable for reading
aloud.
NR Nickerson, Jan. When the Heart Is Ready. Chilton, 1961. 206p. $2.95.
7-9
A patterned novel about college life, with boy-meets, boy-loses, boy-finds girl plot
and the not-unusual snobbish roommate who thaws and who also falls in love with the
heroine's brother. Kathy is a completely wholesome girl from a large family; she
falls in love with Mark against her will, since he is heir to a country inn and she is
bitter about the amount of time any restaurant man (her father being one) spends
away from his family. Mark's departure makes her realize that she would rather be
his wife than live without him, despite his career. Innocuous, but quite superficial
and pedestrian.
Ad Pilgrim, Anne. The First Time I Saw Paris. Abelard-Schuman, 1961. 191p.
7-9 $3.50.
Newly orphaned and eighteen, Roberta leaves London to work on the staff of her
aunt's Parisian school for British and American children. She falls in love with a
French youth whose arranged engagement he has been keeping secret; at the close
of the book Roberta has decided to marry the steady and gentle old friend from home.
The second theme of the story is the unhappy relationship between two small girls
who have just become stepsisters and sent together to the school; a theme that is
handled with realism. Adequate characterization, but the story is weakened by the
somewhat obtrusive details of local color, and by a rather pretentious style of writ-
ing.
Ad Pliss, Louise. That Summer on Catalpa Street; illus. by Anthony D'Adamo.
4-5 Reilly and Lee, 1961. 157p. $2.95.
Things became livelier for Amy when the Prince family moved to her street; the
children set up a back yard telephone system, they went exploring for treasure, they
gave a show. Through their friendship, the children changed the hostile attitude of
Amy's former enemy, Marty, who became one of their small in-group. The children
and their adventures are believable; developmental values in the story are good, al-
beit obtrusively self-conscious. The book gets off to a slow start, and the writing is
weakened by a somewhat coy tone, due in part to a conversational approach in the
narration that detracts from the conversation of the characters. The dialogue is nat-
ural and relationships are good, especially in the interaction of group and individual.
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Ad Robinson, William P. Where the Panther Screams; illus. by Lorence Bjorklund.
5-7 World, 1961. 179p. $2.95.
The story of a homesteading family, set in Oklahoma in 1901. Joe, age ten, goes with
his parents to the new land where they face a tornado, wolves and panthers, rattle-
snakes and blizzards. With the help of other homesteaders the farming community is
established, and Joe takes a man's role in farming, building, and hunting. The story
is slow of pace until the dramatic ending, in which the boy is held by desperate bank
robbers, and rescued by a posse that is just persuaded not to lynch the desperadoes.
A good pioneer story, weakened somewhat by the slow pace and by the dialogue, which
is through most of the book rather bland and self-conscious.
M Sage, Michael. Words Inside Words; illus. by Arnold Spilka. Lippincott, 1961.
4-6 31p. $2.95.
Light-hearted drawings illustrate a text that shows how words can be found within
other words. Using color to pick out the operative letters, the book points out, for
example, that there is a cap in peach, a her in cherry, a cart in apricot, etc. Amus-
ing but over-extended; the reader may be stimulated to play with words independent-
ly, but the text has a proliferation of examples.
M Schlein, Miriam. The Sun, the Wind, the Sea, and the Rain; pictures by Joe
5-7 Lasker. Abelard-Schuman, 1960. 40p. $2.75.
yrs.
A read-aloud picture book, with sophisticated vocabulary that discourages independ-
ent reading, and a story line that is suitable for the very young. The elements
quarrel about which one is the most powerful; in turn the four demonstrate their
strengths-and create trouble for people as they do so. They learn that children are
more interested in the good done by the elements than in their strength.
M Shapp, Martha. Let's Find Out What's Light and What's Heavy; by Martha and
1-2 Charles Shapp; illus. by Ida Scheib. Watts, 1961. $1.95.
A book for the beginning independent reader, with a text that has as its stated objec-
tive the demonstration of three facts: weight can be measured exactly, big things may
be light and little things may be heavy, and what may be heavy for one person may be
light for another. The text states the two latter facts, but does nothing to amplify
them, and it never states even the fact that weight can be measured exactly, only that
you must weigh a thing to find out how heavy it is. Most children in first grade are
well aware that their parents can carry heavier objects than they themselves can, or
that a small object is not necessarily light in weight. The book seems, therefore, to
serve little purpose save presentation of the concept of weight.
Ad Smith, Robert Paul. Jack Mack; illus. by Erik Blegvad. Coward-McCann,
K-2 1960. 25p. $2.50.
A small read-aloud book, delightfully illustrated, with a slight text the humor of
which depends on cumulative nonsense. A man named John MacGregor was called
Jack Mack; he carried a sack, rode a yak, etc. The culmination: "The important
thing is that there is a man whose name is Yak-back Black Sack Jack Mack who has
a tin tack, a toy train track, a terrible tricky and somewhat sticky rickety-rackety
knock-knack who lives in a somewhat slack summer haystack or a wintertime gim-
rack shack-and that's a fack." Not without humor, but somewhat labored.
R Stolz, Mary Slattery. The Great Rebellion; pictures by Beni Montresor.
3-5 Harper, 1961. 63p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.57 net.
A sequel to the delightful Belling the Tiger (reviewed in the May, 1961, issue) in
which two young mice cope with the vicissitudes of their culture. Illustrations in
black and white have, like the text, a sophistication and humor that adds to the de-
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light of the story. Asa and Rambo are aware that they are being deprived of their
rights by Portman, who is Head Mouse; in fact, Portman wants to part the two and
put them at separate stations. Oppressed by such dictatorship, Asa and Rambo run
away and face the problem of freedom versus security. The simplicity and the gaiety
of the style make an engaging story for any reader; for the perceptive child or the
older child, the book has an additional value in its wry reflection of human behavior.
NR Thaler, Mike. Magic Boy; story and pictures by Mike Thaler. Harper, 1961.
4-6 30p. Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.19 net.
yrs.
A small book with cartoon-style illustrations, and with a fanciful text. The magic
boy could juggle rainbows and elephants, make himself big or small, or walk upside
down; when he was sad he could cheer himself up by growing flowers out of his toes.
But when his mother called him at bedtime, he would-like all little boys-come
home, turn off the moon, and go to sleep. Slight text with no direction and a rather
abrupt ending; the illustrations do not sustain the book, and there is only a mild hu-
mor in the concept.
Ad Waller, Leslie. Our American Language; illus. by Aurelius Battaglia. Holt,
3-4 Rinehart and Winston, 1960. 46p. (A Book To Begin On) $2.50.
Mr. Waller's explanation of the languages that became English and of the new words
that (contributed to the body of English) accrued to "American" language is simple,
but superficial. He does not explain how "After a while the two languages joined and
became English." when he refers to the fusion of Norman French and Anglo-Saxon.
He cites many examples of words used in this country, but gives no derivatives to
show how words are adapted. The book does, however, show some of the varied ways
that words come into a language: the words adopted from another language, the words
for new objects that are invented, the idiom that changes meaning. It also will give
readers an idea of the many peoples whose language enriched our vocabulary because
our population is composed of such diverse elements.
NR Watson, Nancy Dingman, ed. Pig Tales; From Old English Nursery Rhymes;
3-5 selected by Nancy Dingman Watson; illus. by Aldren A. Watson. Double-
yrs. day, 1961. 34p. $1.
An oversize book for reading aloud; most of the rhymes are from the Oxford Dic-
tionary of Nursery Rhymes or the Oxford Nursery Rhyme Book. Most of the rhymes
are about pigs or mention a pig; the fact that there are some rhymes which do not
("Scissors and string" or "A trot and a canter") makes their inclusion puzzling and
indicates that there is little purpose to this collection. The rhymes that do not refer
to pigs show pigs in their illustrations; the illustrations, some in black and white and
some in color, are pedestrian.
R Whitney, Phyllis Ayame. Mystery of the Haunted Pool; illus. by H. Tom Hall.
5-8 Westminster, 1960. 223p. $2.95.
A good mystery story, with logical explanations but romantic atmosphere. The writ-
ing has pace and suspense; characterization and conversation are realistic. Susan,
visiting her aunt, becomes interested in the rumor of a family secret attached to the
Teague home that her parents are about to rent. In the course of the summer she
helps to solve the mystery, but-unlike many juvenile detectives-all of her involve-
ment is believable. She also makes friends with the Teague grandson who is having
trouble adjusting to a handicap, and she learns a bit about local Huason River his-
tory. Introduced smoothly into the story are interesting descriptions of a volunteer
library and a volunteer fire company of a small New York town.
R Willard, Barbara. Eight for a Secret; illus. by Lewis Hart. Watts, 1961.
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5-7 219p. $2.95.
A most entertaining story about a group of English children, all very different, all
vividly real. Eillie was from London, and she didn't much like the idea of moving to
the small village where a branch of the London factory had been established. How-
ever, the new friends she made and the charms of the countryside soon won her
heart. The eight friends had a marvelous secret project and an exciting (but quite
credible) adventure. The author has a real flair for writing realistic conversation
that conveys the personality of her characters. An unusual element in the book is
the casual and happy relationship of Eillie to the brother and sister-in-law with
whom she lives, and even more to her love for their baby. The affection-and the
baby-are treated with light and irreverent humor.
Ad Williams, Eric Ernest. The Tunnel; illus. by Geoffrey Whittam. Abelard-
7-12 Schuman, 1961. 191p. $3.50.
Like the author's The Wooden Horse, a story of British prisoners in a German con-
centration camp during World War II. Good writing style and characterization, but
the book does not have the impact of The Wooden Horse; it does not create the same
feeling of suspense. The illustrations are mediocre and dated in style, the print is
small. The story concerns the carefully made plans for escape via tunnel, and it is
realistic; some of the prisoners are caught digging one tunnel, another group gets
out but all are picked up after escaping. The tunnel through which the protagonist of
the story hopes to escape must be abandoned-after weeks of work, just as the tunnel
is almost completed, the whole camp moves.
M Wilson, Marilyn C. Let's Go to a Rubber Plant; illus. by Robert Bartram.
4-6 Putnam, 1960. 45p. Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $1.86 net.
At some variance with the title, the contents of the book describe only the manufac-
ture of passenger-car tires rather than giving a full report on a rubber plant. There
is less personalization in this volume than there usually is in the books in this se-
ries, and the reader is therefore given more information and less filler. It is unfor-
tunate that the writing style is so solid and heavy, therefore, as to make the subject
-not of wide general interest-less interesting. Continuous text is not mitigated by
long, fact-packed passages about detailed manufacturing processes, even at the 5-7
reading level. Some of the illustrations are informative, but many are not clear and
none of them is captioned.
NR Wise, William. Albert Einstein; Citizen of the World; illus. by Simon Jer-
6-8 uchim. Farrar, 1960. 181p. $2.95.
A rather pedestrian biography of the great scientist, giving facts about his life and
his career, but colored by interpretation. For example, during a visit to Genoa, Ein-
stein saw Paganini's violin on exhibit, and "thought with a moment's amusement how
pleasant it would be to remove it from its glass exhibition case and test out its
strings-but a look at the burly guard standing near the door persuaded him not to
try it." The other weakness of the book is in the attitude toward Judaism. In part,
this elicits irrelevant remarks: Einstein walking along the Genoese street "an un-
known Jewish boy." The author makes many generalized remarks attributing to
Jews various merits, values, or propensities that accrue to people of integrity what-
ever their race or creed. No index is included. The book does not compare favorably
with the biographies of Einstein by Freeman or Levinger.
Ad Wiseman, Bernard. The Log and Admiral Frog; story and pictures by B. Wise-
K-2 man. Harper, 1961. 32p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.57 net.
A read-aloud picture book, slight but amusing. When the floating log turned out to be
an unfriendly creature who had sharp teeth, the animals of the area united. Led by a
brave young frog who volunteered to be their leader, the fish nipped from below, the
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turtles attacked from behind, and the birds zoomed in from above. Even the skunks
attacked. Tired and defeated, the enemy promised to go and never come back; off he
floated, looking like a log.
Ad Wriston, Hildreth Tyler. Andy and the Red Canoe; illus. by W. T. Mars.
6-8 Ariel, 1960. 149p. $2.75.
Andy, fourteen, and his cousin Bill, a year older, convince Andy's parents that they
are old enough to go alone on a canoe trip on which they will trace a river to its
source. En route they are joined by a boy from a circus who has run away from his
uncle; Bill suspects that the uncle is the pickpocket mentioned in a police report,
and leaves the boy and Andy. Uncle joins the two, Andy runs off and is reported
missing. Bill reports that he has left the younger boy, state troopers are alerted,
and all are reunited, uncle being proved innocent. The incidents seem to be drawn
out in a contrived fashion and with little directive. The writing style is good and the
dialogue natural, but the story line is weak.
M Wyckoff, Joan, ad. McCall's Golden Do-It Book; ed. by Nan Comstock; illus.
5-8 by William Dugan. Golden Press, 1960. 156p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library
ed. $3.19 net.
Oversize book, with the text divided into such areas as Sculpture, Toys, Needlework,
Gifts, Puppets, Music, etc. The suggestions vary from simple to complicated, from
those requiring such equipment as a loom or excelsior and textile dye to simple ar-
ticles like clothespins, empty spools, and string. A list of basic materials needed is
given for each project. Because of these lists and because of the index that is ap-
pended, the book is of some use, but the instructions are not always adequate nor
are the illustrations and diagrams always clear. Despite the juvenile format, the
book may be more useful for adults working with younger children than it is for the
upper-grade reader to use the book independently.
Ad Wyndham, Lee. Chip Nelson and the Contrary Indians; illus. by David Stone.
3-5 Morrow, 1960. 100p. $2.95.
When Chip came to spend a year with his aunt, her son George, who was ten, was fu-
rious at the thought that an eight-year-old was going to share his room. Chip even
cried during thunderstorms, so he wasn't material for George's Indian Tribe . .
then they heard of the custom of the Contrary Indians who did everything backward,
so Chip was on his mettle: if he could be a Contrary Indian, he could join the tribe.
It was hard to do and say everything backward, and Chip got into trouble, but he
proved himself worthy of being one of the gang; in fact, he rescued George in a
storm and became quite a hero. An adequately written story, but not unusual in plot
or characterization. Six pages showing some Indian signs and symbols are appended.
Ad Young, Miriam. Please Don't Feed Horace; pictures by Abner Graboff. Dial,
K-2 1961. 32p. $2.95.
A read-aloud book illustrated by sophisticated drawings that have excellent technique
and cartoon-style humor. This is the year of the hippopotamus story, and in this book
the hippopotamus stays in the zoo and behaves like a hippopotamous. A contented an-
imal, Horace was a favorite of visiting children, so everybody was upset when he be-
came ill; the doctor thought he might be hungry, but changed his diagnosis on hearing
what Horace had eaten that day. An elaborate construction job enabled the staff to
pour a pailful of stomach-ache medicine down Horace's throat. And a sign was posted,
saying "if you love him PLEASE DON'T FEED HORACE." Mildly amusing, with not
so much divergence from the realistic as to keep the story from being a gentle lesson
to zoo-goers.


